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-           Instructions

The first half of HER I IS SHE THIS consists of baroque recorder and three singers. The 
contabassist and two percussionists have to sing (impossibly) high notes with as much precision
as is possible. All sung material directly reflects what was played by the recorder. The performers 
should approach this insurmountable task with all seriousness with an innate trust for the
preternatural sound-world.          Almost no dynamics are provided. Musicians should balance 
       and shape their sounds to match the recorder.

(voice) try to produce same pitch heard in recorder. be aware of what you are mimicing. 

(rec) timrel variations of your choosing (whether higher or lower) of the high c.

A440 baroque recorder
contrabass (with c extension)

2 percussionists

(rec) double tonguing with random fingerings in the register between c5 to g5. 

(voice) quick oscillations of the glotis (you are a turkey) in your lowest register. be aware of what you are mimicing.  

PERCUSSION
 pine cones bullet shells

rocks

jawbones with teeth on glass

on glass with contact mics

low tom

low tom mid tom

mid tom

two of the same objects in each hand. ex - a rock in both left and right hands.

one object in one hand.

scrape object against glass for estimated amount of time, maintain single stroke.

tap one object on glass.

tap two of the same objects on glass.

speed of scrape on glass.

rub two of the same objects together while still on glass.

all notated sounds on jawbone (where the teeth must be directly on the glass) should 
correspond to dragging a hard mallet across the sides of the teeth.



RECORDER - second half

-           Instructions (2)HER I IS SHE THIS

Remove foot and body. The rest of the piece only uses the headjoint. 

re
c

window
overblow
no hand

hand

simply blow into headjoint

place hand beneath head joint

Z

tremelo between hand and no-hand sound for specified duration.

alternate as fast a possible between hand and no-hand sound for specified duration.

CONTRABASS - second half

You are the recorder’s shadow.

heavy bow pressure, follow contour of the line.

artificial harmonic

tr

tremelo for approximate duration

trill for approximate duration

cover window with finger
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